Wrapping up and preparing for a New Year
What do a Midwinter Ball, an Indonesian Market Outlook, a panel discussion on
healthy lifestyles and a networking event with e-commerce theme have in common?
They’re all a sample of the recent inspiring activities at SwedCham. It is nothing short
of great to see the interest and the member engagement at these events. Thank you
to everyone who has participated.
This fall has offered a fresh start for the Swedish connected Young Professionals in
Singapore, who have set off with a new board and a number of networking events.
Please give a heads up to the young talent in your organizations as they will surely
enjoy this forum.
We still have several interesting events ahead of us before Christmas, starting with a
trend spotting breakfast with Lynxeye on November 29, moving on to a Nordic
Ambassadors’ Luncheon on December 10 focusing on sustainability and finishing with
a Lucia breakfast on Mobile Banking on December 13, don’t miss out on the saffron
buns.
On a less public note, we are also reaching out and meeting as many partners and
members as we can. We want to listen to your stories and discuss how we can be a
better organization for you going forward. If you are interested in talking to us, please
reach out. We are only an e-mail away.
Did you see the ticket release to the show How to Become Swedish in 60 Minutes?
This one will not disappoint – we hope to see a lot of tickets under the Christmas tree!
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Swedish Company and Swede of the Year 2018

The Jury's Motivation for Annelie Nikou - Swede of the Year 2018
For her long-time commitment and achievements, contributing in a broad
spectrum of forums, big and small, for the Swedish community in Singapore. For
five years, she has been the backbone of the Swedish Supplementary Education
School, supporting it becoming the success story it is today. She organises the
vastly appreciated yearly St Lucia celebrations and she has been a supportive
and driving force within SWEA for years. Her compassion and dedication went
far beyond the expected earlier this year when she organised the emergency
support for an old Swedish couple who were hospitalized in Singapore
The Jury's motivation for Atlas Copco - Swedish Company of the Year 2018
Since refocusing it’s Southeast Asia strategy three years ago, this company has
emerged as one of the fastest growing Swedish corporations in the region with
an average growth pace of 20 per cent per year.
And amidst rapid expansion, this company leads by example, for example
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engaging in its Water4all project, making sure one Indonesian village per year is
equipped to produce clean water for its people.
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